
The necessary existence of everyday connec-
tion of PR and children’s sport is the subject of this
work through which is shown the position of sport
at the earliest age (3 – 10 years old ) as well as con-
sideration of metods for improvement and ever-
coming the same unacceptable position of sport
education of to say uneducation of the youngest. 

The aim of this work is to present the possibili-
ties an ways of work of PR sector in the foundation
of basically strong and stable children’s sport with
the creation of constant support of the public and
society. The work consists of two thematic wholes

which basic directions are presented and clarified: 
I. The need for the existence of PR in sport educa-

tion of the youngsters   

* what is and what is not PR, condition analysis;
I.The ways of engagement of PR as an equal mem-

ber of the management 

* sustainable development strategy. 
I.The need for the existence of PR in sport

education of the youngsters

* what is and what is not PR 

Basic grounds of PR in sport education:
a permanent dialogue with the changeable sur-
roundings; PR is a part of the sport management;
PR is a function of management, research and
analysis of the surroundings factor ; means of
motivation and informing… 

What do we get with the existence and active
functioning of PR person of service? 
it makes better the understanding inside an organi-
zation as well as with the public; creation of the
subject’s identity  in this case subject is children’s
sport); stimulation of team atmosphere feeling; it
provides better informing of all the participants; it
influences the positions, action and reaction of the
public…

Also it is important to point out that public
relations aren’t:
Polishing outside world with giving incorrect and
invalid information; better word for propagands; a
goodwill lying and hiding the truth.Scientific,
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Abstract
One of the basic functions of PR in sports is to represent a sports organization and its

creation of strategic–communication politics. The management of sports organization

should use PR as an instrument of strategic–communication politics so as to create and

realize intern and the extern relationships with the basic relation groups. The subject

of this work is the necessary everyday connection of PR and children’s sport and it is

related to the presentation of conditions in the last decade (in our region) as well as

consideration of the methods for improvement and overcoming of the same unacce-

ptable position of the sports education of the youngsters. The goal of this work is to

point the possibilities and ways of working of PR sector in the formation of basically

strong and stable children’s sport with the existence of huge and constant support of

the public and society. Instead of up to now almost complete non-existence of PR in

sports activities of the youngsters, the representatives of public relations should take

the primary initiative with the maximum engagement in everyday work. 
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technological and practical knowlegdes acquired
by education, experience, communication, making
the data bases and expert systems brought the
world to irrefutable fact that a human potential is

the main quality today and tomorrow and it large-
ly depends on: health, activity and timely inform-
ing of the population, education personal system of
values, habits and creativity. It is up to the state
and society to be aware of its potetntials and to rec-
ognize, develop and cultivate them at the right
time starting from the earliest age. 

To recognize, to develop, to cultivate, to sup-
port, to set directions, to properly educate, to sur-
vey… And these happen everyday in the sport
activities of the youngest?! To a great sorrow of
both these things don’t happen!!! And who is
RESPONSIBLE We all know very well that the
children are not, so we can only blame ourselves
and ourselves only – grown up, educated, disting-
wished, famous… who forgot their biggest treas-
ure. 

Unfortunately in this part of the text it is
inevitable to point out that upbringing of the future
healthy, strong, tough, resistent to the templations
nation begins from the birth that is from the
moment when a child is capable with parent’s help
to perform exercises  suitable for his age. Every
year in a development of a young being is a special
one and irreplaceable and most of the psycholo-
gists and pedagogies agree that all the child
acquires during 3 – 10 years of age presents the
base for the child’s further development and life. 

The next is information which is really worry-
ing and which should immediately be changed that
is completely changed by new facts and better
numbers:

a small number of mothers ( that is a small
number from the urban places and in rural there are
no schools for the pregnant women ) goes to the
school for the pregnant women where they can
learn which exercises should be done with the
newly – born so as to strengthem the baby;even
smaller number reads and follows the literature
intended for the upbringing of the children, they
are rather learnt by their mothers, grandmothers; a
big number of children is raised by grandmothers
and grandfathers until the age of 7 ( and even later)
“ Why does he/she need kindergarten when he/she
has enough place in a house or a garden where
he/she can run?” – But who does he/she run?!;in
the preschool institutions work teachers who

sometimes with their looks and later with the
knowledge of sport culture cannot by any means
be a model for the creation of the future sport per-
sonality; just some sport kindergartens in the urban
places manage to keep their position and only in
them children 3 – 10 years old should get a proper
physical education;in primary schools teachers
usually use physical education classes to catch up
the syllabus from maths, native language or other
subjects that was left out. Some well organized
sport clubs mostly have in the bigger towns young
ones who are from the age of 7. 

It has already become negative to number all
the facts which surround us and in which our chil-
dren grow up. And it is not yet mentioned “ the
promising “ influence of electronic media – radio
and television stations, the internet, mobile
providers – through which to out houses enters
who ever wants and how he/she wants and when
he/she wants. 

Where will we come if we go on like this?
What will the future generations look like? Who
will have enough strength, the excessive energy, a
lot of will and inexhanstible motives to fight with
the XXI century challenges and turbulences which
it brings with itself?

And why this questions are not asked from the
assembley rostrum? It would bi so nice to watch
the news which begins with the practical examples
in which you invest every day in a sport, especial-
ly in the children’s sport and you are in touch with
the improvement of the nation and you decrease
the number of desperate and depressive “ loosers “
and at the same time you increase the number of
life fighters? Yes, we all know that, we are horri-
fied over statistic reports, we pay for the therapies
and expensive medical remedies but it is a fact that
we do very little. 

And we have forgotten to point out constant-

ly that SPORT as a social whole has a unique and
significant role in the harmonic development of the
whole mankind and its mutural connection and
sharing of the ideas. Sport, as a noble fight, has a
much bigger importance than a sheer competition:
it contributes to psycho – physical development, it
awakens only positive values such as a ethics and
moral, it develops team spirit, it connects people of
different cultures, it sets the broken diplomatic
connections…

I.The ways of engagement of PR as an equal

member of the management
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* Sustainable development strategy 

The basic problem of PR in children’s sport is
his/her almoust complete non – existence in the
frames and scales of children’s sport in the
Republis of Serbia territors (and the situation is
almoust identical in the whole our region ). If few
sparkles of  PR activity (mostly needed for the per-
sonal political or party promotion), which appear
in the “ big “ actions connected to the children’s
sport and led by state authorities are rare and pale
and unfortunately of short term. Therefore in the
second part of this work a special attention is paid
to different aspects of everyday role, significance
and usefulness of PR can, know and need to con-
tribute to the development of children’s sport on
our grounds. 

We can conclude through the history of sport
development that the youngsters were taken care
of even in the earliest recorded days of civilization.
The significance of sport for children was seen
then and now in the proper development, building
of a team spirit and victorians character, learning
fair – play relationship, respect of the adversary
and yourself, building up a fighting spirit, compe-
tition thinking and beliefs, Olympic spirit as well
as fight against all earthly vices and addictions:
alcohol, cigarettes, drugs, laziness, depressiveness,
boredom…

All important directions of PR expert activity

which are the most useful for the context of this
work, are given in the numbering – sharing sport
functions (according to a few authors) and it is
especially significant for the further part of this
work to number them all:

Pedagogical – educational; Health – recre-
ational; Preparatory; Etalonic; Euristic;
Hedonistic; Estethic; Observing; Socializing;
Political; Economical.

Therefore in all previously mentioned seg-
ments, characteristics and functions of significance
and importance of sport it is essential to put in the

right position timely and meeting high standards

children’s (kindergartens, clubs, associations) and
school (especially in the preschool age and from I
to IV grade of primary school) sport so that we
could on time secure a sport national identity,
healthy generations and new top results in all life
fields. 

All numbered sport functions (there can be
more or less, depending on the author, but they are

indeed proved sport functions as part of social
activities) should present the base of directions for
the activities of the engaged experts in the public
relations field related to sport education of the
youngest children. 

In the first phase of work nothing can be left to
any chance, inertion or improvisation but we
should bassed on the detailed analyses bring some
decisions, plans and aims of working which will be
presented and hastened in public relations engage-
ment in all the segments of work with the basic in
a long time ago proved sport sciences – the histo-
ry of sport, sport management, sport marketing,
information science in sport, sport psychology,
sport sociology…

A theory which has so far shown and proved in
practice its positive practical side is sustainable

development – to deal with those activities which
can during longer period of time keep maintain or
they can automatically renew by themselves.
Sustainable development is especially for the
countries in transition and also for the sport as a
social whole, practical solution for overcoming
many many difficulties in everyday work and sur-
vival of many clubs, associations, societies ( top
and amateur ones ). 

Now we have an obstacle which is finance and
material possibilities of children’s sport and sport
in general, as well as educational system, health
care and their similar fields. 

A solution intrudes itself (at least one for now,
but there will be undoubtedly many). We only need
to mention to the responsible persons (ministers,
presidents of the municipalities, associations,
clubs…) that an enterprising may of thinking for a
long time has brought great results and that we
shouldn’t hesitate to use it every minute. 

An enterpreneur is a person ready to risk, ready
for new ideas, an innovator who follows a dynam-
ic process, invests his/her time and money, brave-
ly and cautionsly with a certain dose of adventure.
An enterprising decision means leaving up to now
way of working and thinking, wishing for a new
job – an idea, and harmonizing internal and exter-
nal factors. 

All you need is to be clever and to show to the
interested economy subjects a business opportuni-
ty with the previous idea analysis and its program-
ming. For a successful enterprise we need three
moving forces: agitators, a business opportunity
and necessery means.
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We will be the agitators, sport workers, PR will
present children’s sport as an excellent business
opportunity (and of course before that PR will
establish and arrange mutural practical and useful
professional and constant collaboration with the
mass – media – and if need be an obligatory col-
laboration) whereas the necessary means will be
provided by the economy subjects who can by all
means do that and they still don’t know that thay
want it.

Future programme of everyday activities
of public relations in the field of children’s sport
should be made so as to: 
activate children any youth, teachers, professors
and pedagogues, parents and members of the fam-
ily and also the public; to provide the support of
state, school and health institutions, sport associa-
tions, sport persons and experts, media and emi-
nent individuals because the problem of passive-
ness is something that happens to all of us.

When a young person 18 years old takes over a
complete responsibility for his/her life, doings and
obligations, the society and its law standards think
that he/she should be responsible for his/her acts
and to suffer a punishment for a commited offence
and other acts breaking the law. It is naïve to say
and not to write down that part of the blame is on
social surroundings in which “ the sinful individual
“ has been groving up and missed the education
about what is good to be done and what is not. And

a complete education of the future persons could

and can be realized through sport engagements

and activities. 

Nobody expects and it’s not realistic for every
child to be a top sports person who will set the new

records on every competition. However, it would
be nice if everyone knew at the earliest age of life
how important the sport spirit and education are so
that in some close future finding of adequate sport
experts in all the fields as well as inclined spon-
sors, donors and media patrons would be easier. 

This mission exactly should be the goal of PRs’
engagement so that in future even their part of
activities would be made easier and simplified. 

Is it useless to say or not but in any case it is
true: all previously written lines lose their meaning
if there are no generations who will practise sport
and love it in their own way who will find their
own way of enjoying it daily and who will feel it
as a main motivator in achieving life goals through
a healthy and properly directed growing up.
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Apstrakt

Edna od osnovnite funkcii na odnosite so javnosta (PR) vo

sportot e da ja pretstavuva  sportskata organizacija i nejzinata kre-

acija za sozdavaweto na strate{ko-komunikasiska politika. Rakovo-

dstvata na sportskite organizacii bi trebalo da go koristat PR-ot,

kako instrument na strate{ko - komunikaciskata  politikata pri

osmisluvaweto i realizacijata na internite i eksternite odnosi so

osnovnite relaciski grupi. Predmetot na ovoj trud e neophodnata seko-

jdnevna povrzanost na PR-ot i detskiot sport. Toj se odnesuva na prezen-

tiraweto na sostojbata vo poslednata decenija (vo regionot), kako i

razgleduvawe na metodite za koregirawe i nadminuvawe na neprfatli-

vite pozicii na sportskoto obrazovanie na najmladite. Celta na ovoj

trud e da se prezentiraat mo`nostite, i pravcite za deluvaweto na  PR

sektorot pri formiraweto na bazi~no silniot i stabilen detski

sport, so postoewe na ogromna, bezrezervna i konstantna poddr{ka od

javnosta i op{testvoto. Namesto dosega{noto, re~isi celosno nepos-

toewe na PR-ot vo sportskite aktivnosti na najmladata vozrast,

pretstavnicite  na odnosite so javnosta, treba da prezemat osnovni

inicijativi  so nekoleblivo i maksimalno zalagawe.

Klu~ni zborovi:   sportski menaxment, detski sport, sportski klubovi,  

elektronski mediumi,  sportsko obrazovanie, 

sportski nauki 


